
START

Number of (dependent) variables = 1

Number of explanatory (independent) variables

0

1

2

How many distributions are you plotting?

1

What is your y variable?

categorical numerical

What is more important?

conveying noise clean data

*be careful with binning

histogram density plot

2

Are the distributions categorical or numerical?

categorical numerical

heatmapWhat do we want to compare easily?

frequency proportion

histograms stacked area plot

How big is your sample size?

small big

histogram by count histogram by proportions

What kind of variables do you have?

categorical ∼ categorical

numerical ∼ categorical categorical ∼ numerical

numerical ∼ numerical

y = categorical x = categorical

y = numerical x = categorical y = categorical x = numerical

y = numerical x = numerical

stacked area plots

Which is more important?

distribution of x variable conditional distribution of y as a function of x

counts proportion/filled

*usually this is the right one

What’s important to you?

Making statistical
comparison by eye
easy to do

Faithfulness to un-
derlying data

Including more
summary statistics

mean + standard
error bar plot
*obscures what
data look like

What is your sample size?

small large

jitter plot Number of categories?

Any number Only 2-3

violin plot What is important to compare?

whole distribution distribution tails

density plot empirical CDF plot

box plot

Do you *really* need to
show the distribution for
the explanatory variable

yes, absolutely no

stacked bar plot by
count

stacked bar plot by
proportion (filled)

What do you want to show?

raw data trend in data

How much data do you have?

less more

scatterplot heatmap histogram

y—x, y—x Ribbon, Line, LOESS

What types of variables do you have?

numerical ∼ 2x numerical numerical ∼ 1 numerical 1 categorical numerical ∼ 2x categorical

Is it geographical data?

yes no

3D heat map/surface plot bubble chart
*bubble size
shouldn’t show any-
thing important

categorical variable is always by
color
scatterplot with regression line

How much data do you have?

less more

plot on same plot facet wrap()

How much data do you have?

less more

one category is a color
most common is color-
coded violin plots
(or box plots or bar
plots) with or without
facet wrap()

heat map
*color make small dif-
ferences look significant


